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ABSTRACT:  IoT is an interconnected network of heterogeneous devices where these devices communicate with each 
other. This paper provides an overview of Internet of Things (IoT) with a communication protocols and application. At 
scratch, it provides an horizontal overview of Iot, and followed by overview of technical details that pertain to the 
communication protocols and its applications. Compared to other survey papers, our main objective is to provide a 
summary of relevant communication protocols and applications in Iot, so that researchers and application developers 
can know about how the protocols fit together to deliver functionalities without the help of standard specification. 
Finally, the overview for an application is also included.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Internet of Things is a new technology which is widely used now-a-days. The internet of things make things 
communicate with each other through devices and this communication takes place over the internet. The main aim is to 
create an environment where all the electronic devices can be connected via Internet. The range of implementation of 
IoT in recent time has increased correspondingly. Implementation of IoT can improve the quality of lives [1]. There are 
various factors which plays a major role in implementation of such technology are security, privacy, sensing, data 
communication, integrity and authenticity [5]. 

IoT can be integrated to things which have the capability of using wireless network. It can be embedded in 
electronics using sensors and actuators connected via internet to exchange of data with one other [17]. IoT helps the 
objects to see, hear and do assigned tasks by communicating with one another[1]. IoT converts the traditional objects 
into smart by using the latest technologies available. Objects that are compatible to communicate using wireless 
network can be interconnected using Adhoc network to form a network in IoT. Objects that can be identified in a 
network using a digital name can be used in IoT. 

Objects that can interact by sensing the other objects in a local environment of interconnected objects can be used in 
IoT. And those objects which can be accessed via remote channel to exchange data and services can also be used in 
IoT[4]. There should be a strong integration between the objects that are connected in a network. In the closed network 
security and authenticity plays important role, not any one can access the network and detect the operations of the 
objects only authenticated persons have permission for getting access [5]. The evolving Technology like IoT needs to 
have a undisturbed security to perform well in the economy.  
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Fig 1: Internet of Things 

Future of the IoT is expected to have significant growth in home and business applications which improves the 
quality of living and increases the economical growth. For the technology to reach such extent the service of the 
applications need to grow according to the increase of market demands [1]. The internet of things contains many 
sensors in order to facilitate the communication process. The protocols are classified based on the types of secret key 
[4]. 

IoT should be built using strong protocols to achieve such security triads. It must have a authentication protocol to 
ensure the credibility of the user to access the network [5]. It must avoid any network attacks that are tried to break in 
the network. The development of IOT also plays a development of the smart sensors, internet protocols and 
communication technologies.  

II. PROTOCOLS 
 

A. Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT): 
MQTT  is simple, light weight and messaging protocol, designed by Andy Stanford- Clark of IBM and Arlen 

Nipper of Arcom (now Eurotech) [1]. The main aim of MQTT is to  connect networks and embedded devices with 
middleware  and applications. MQTT follows the publish/subscribe pattern to provide a simple implementation and 
transition flexibility as depicted in Fig. 2[1]. It consists of three components, subscriber, publisher, and broker.  The 
publishers are sensors that collects the data and send it to the broker. The broker informs the interested subscribers that 
new data’s are available. The publishers after sending the collected data to the broker go to sleep to as soon as possible 
in order to save battery power[8]. This protocol has three qualities of service for message delivery , they are, At most 
once -where messages are delivered according to the best efforts of operating environment. Second, At least once - 
where message are arrived but duplicate massages can be occurred. And finally,  Exactly once - where message are  
arrived exactly once.[12]. MQTT supports the network with low bandwidth and high latency. It minimizes transport 
overhead and protocol exchange  in order to reduce network traffic. Two major specifications exist for MQTT: 
MQTTv3.1 and MQTT-SN [8]. 

 
Fig 2: MQTT Architecture[1] 
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B. Constrained Application Protocol(CoAP): 
CoAP  is an application layer protocol. It was created by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Constrained 

RESTful Environment (CoRE) and  designed for providing  a lightweight RESTful interface. In terms of computation 
and power consumption, REST will have overhead for lightweight applications such as in IoT. In order to avoid 
overhead in light weight applications, CoAP allows devices to access REST to maintain power constraints.[5]. REST 
represents a simple way to exchange data’s  between clients and servers through HTTP[1]. REST does not require any  
XML to exchange messages. . The overall functionality of CoAP protocol is demonstrated in Fig.3 

. 
Fig 3: CoAP Functionality[1] 

 
CoAP supports group communication and push notification , but broadcasting message cannot[10]. CoAP employs 

four category of messages fig 4: conformable, non conformable, acknowledge and reset. It provides some important 
features like Resource observation, Block–wise resource transport, Resource discovery, Interaction with HTTP, 
Security [8]. 

 
 

Fig 4: a) conformable b) non conformable c)acknowledge  d)reset.[1] 
 

C. Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol  (XMPP): 
XMPP is a messaging protocol that can be used for video calling, voice calling and telepresence [1]. It was 

developed by the Jabber open source community and it  supports  an open, spam free , secure and decentralized 
messaging protocol. It uses  Extensible Markup Language (XML) format for communication process. XMPP allows IM 
applications to achieve privacy measurement, authentication, hop-by-hop ,access control and end-to-end encryption, 
and compatibility with other protocols. Fig. 5 represents the behavior of XMPP[1].  In XMPP, the  three roles are 
included: client, server, and gateway, as well as bidirectional communication is supported . The server achieves  
functionality of message routing and  link management, the gateway supports the stable communication, and the client 
is connected to the server based on TCP/IP protocol and transmit context based on XML streaming protocol. XMPP 
supports the object to object communication with XML-based text messages,  low latency message exchange  and has 
TLS/SSL security[8]. 
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Fig 5:  Communication in XMPP[1] 

 
D. Advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP): 

 
AMQP is an enhanced version of MQTT. It is an open standard message queuing protocol and provides  message 

services like  queuing, routing, security and reliability, etc. in the application layer [10]. The main difference between 
MQTT and AMQP is that in AMQP the broker consists of more than one subscriptions (queues). The publishers 
publish data to the broker that maintains it in a queue (subscription). A subscriber can subscribe to one or more 
subscription. Figure 19 shows the behavior of AMQP[5].  AMQP implements various message exchange architectures, 
including publish and subscribe, message distribution, store and forward, point-to-point routing, message queuing  and 
context-based routing [10]. 

 
E. Very simple control protocol(VSCP): 

VSCP is an automation protocol that is suitable for all sorts of automation jobs among which home-automation. In 
a VSCP network,  the individual nodes are connected by physical layer (wired bus, radio link, ...)  to form the 
automation network[14]. VSCP is a distributed system having all nodes that are autonomously working. On the bus 
there can be nodes that reads switches, there can be nodes that control lamps, and nodes that read temperature. All share 
the common  framework and message field. Figure 6 represents the working of VSCP. 
 

 
Fig 6: VSCP[14] 

 
VSCP is an event-based. Every time an event occurs, it  broadcasts  to all other nodes in the network. Each node 

decides  on its own whether the event is to be processed or not. This decision depends on node’s decision matrix.  

F. Simple text orientated messaging protocol(STOMP): 
In STOMP the wire format is interoperable where communication of clients takes with the help of  message broker 

to provide easy and widespread messaging interoperability among many brokers platforms, and languages. Table 1 
represents the comparison table for different protocols 
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TABLE I.COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS 
 TRANSPORT PARADIGM SCOPE DATA 

CENTRICITY 
SECURITY FAULT 

TOLERANCE 

MQTT TCP/IP Publish/ subscribe D2C undefined TLS Broker is the 
SPoF 

CoAP UDP/IP Request/ 
reply[REST] 

D2D Encoding DTLS decentralized 

XMPP TCP Publish/ subscribe 
Request/ Response 

D2C, 
C2C 

undefined TLS+ SASL Server in SPoF 

AMQP TCP/IP Point-to-point 
message 
exchange 

D2D 
D2C 
C2C 

Encoding TLS Impl. specific 

STOMP TCP Publish/ 
subscribe 

D2C,C2C undefined DTLS Broker is the 
SPoF 

VSCP TCP/IP Event based 
protocol 

D2C undefined TLS - 

 
III. APPLICATIONS 

A. Smart grid: 
The demand of electricity in traditional days has been done with the help of electricity producing sources such as 

gas, coal and petrol, but these sources  will release green house gases that causes climate change in the atmosphere. 
Now a days the future demand of electricity has been increased this requires expansion and modernization of the power 
system worldwide. In this scenario the concept of smart grid is used this offers a reliable power supply system[15]. The 
reliability is achieved with the help of smart meters, distributed energy generators, electic vehicles. For example smart 
meter will monitor storage, consumption of energy and generation of energy, and it can interacts with the utility 
providers about the customers energy demand and real time electricity pricing to the customers[10]. 

B. Smart Transportation 
In smart transportation the transportation systems are made reliable with the help of communication networks, 

computing techniques, control systems, intelligent transportation management, this makes the transportation system 
more secure and efficient. The smart vehicles are connected with each other with the help of wireless networks. One of 
the example of smart vehicle is google's self driving car which can manage the speed when travelling without the help 
of driver and it can also detect objects that are around them [10]. Location based scheme has been used in smart 
transportation in which the user location is send to the server which in terms offers service based on their location [16] 
Here Fig  represents the domain and services of the smart environment.  

 
C. Smart cities 

The service demand in the cities depends on enhancing the quality of life and to make more efficient services. In 
smart cities the IOT is very helpful in collecting the live status report of the people and to help them during the 
disasters such as volcano and earthquake. By making the smart cities it will become more easy to monitor the cities and 
it is also helpful in the improvement of services like consumption of energy, managing traffic and water resource [17]. 
Several services provided by smart city include smart health, environment monitoring, waste management, smart 
lightining etc [10]. 
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D. Smart home 
The devices in smart home communicate with each other through digital devices. These devices communicate with 

each other irrespective of the time and place. The smart home contains smart devices such as for air conditioning, 
security systems, lightining, heating, ventilation etc [18]. The smart home offers streaming of video and audio and the 
smart home is a subcategory of smart city [19]. 

 
E. Health care 

In health care the IOT plays a major role in providing services that are benefit to the user. For example, wearable 
IOT such as smart watches are used along with the sensors namely radiation detector sensors, blood pressure 
monitoring sensors to track of every day record of the user [20]. These smart wearable devices are very useful for the 
patients who are in need of collecting information  about the heart beat, glucose level, blood pressure these are 
measured with the help of sensors and these recorded information are sent to the smart phones. In these ways the health 
status of the patients can be monitored [21]. Table II represents the comparison table for different applications 

 
 TABLE II: COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATION 

 SMART 
HOME 

SMART  
OFFICE 

SMART 
RETAIL 

SMART 
CITY 

SMART 
AGRI 

SMART 
ENERGY 
&FUEL 

SMART 
TRANSPOR
TATION 

SMART 
MILITARY 

NETWORK 
SIZE 

Small Small Small Medium Medium/ 
Large 

Large Large Large 

NETWORK 
CONNECTI-
VITY 

WPAN, 
WLAN, 
3G,4G 
 

WPAN, 
WLAN, 
3G,4G 
 

RFID, 
NFC, 
WPAN,WLA
N, 
3G,4G 
 

RFID, 
NFC, 
WLAN 
3G,4G 

WLAN, 
SATELLI-TE 
COMM, 
INTERNE-T 

WLAN, 
3G,4G, 
MICROW--AVE 
LINKS, 
SATELLIT-E 
COMM 
 

WLAN, 
3G,4G, 
SATELL-ITE  
COMM 

RFID, 
NFC, 
WPAN,WL
AN, 
3G,4G, 
SATEL--
LITE 
COMM 

BANDWID--TH 
REQ 

Small Small Small Large Medium Medium Medium- 
Large 

Medium 
Large 

SERVICES Entertain--
ment, 
Internet 
access 

Secure 
File 
exchange, 
Internet 
access, 
VPN, 
B2B 

Customer 
Privacy, 
Business 
Security, 
Business 
Transacti-on, 
B2B 

City 
Manage-
ment, 
Resource 
Manage-
ment, 
Police 
network 

Area 
monitoring, 
Condition 
Sensing, fire 
alarm, 
trespassing 

Pipeline 
monitoring, tank 
monitoring, 
power line 
monitoring 

Traffic 
Status 
Monitoring 
Traffic light 
monitoring 
 

Comman-d 
and control, 
Sensor 
Network, 
Security 
Informati-on 

 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 

The emerging idea of the Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly finding its path throughout our modern life, aiming to 
improve the quality of life by connecting many smart devices, technologies, and applications. In this survey a 
comprehensive review of IoT has been presented, including protocols and applications. Particularly, the relationship 
and difference between each protocols and applications has been clarified at the outset. The main purpose of this survey 
is to provide a clear, comprehensive, and deep understanding of IoT. 
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